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Head Teacher’s Comment
Well, we are at the end of our first half term back. It has been so lovely to have a full
school full of voices, movement, learning and laughter. We are still adhering to the rules
for infection control which impact on areas of our learning.
We are so lucky to have all the facilities at hand and that we are continuing to teach
outside as much as possible. In the rain this week I observed 5 lessons in one day outside
and everyone enjoyed them. Nature is a wonderful healer and a great distraction. You can
almost forget we are in such strange times when you are amongst the trees and fields.
Our new lambs are settling in well. We have yet to name them so a job for next halt term.
Classes have settled and we are all working on reforming as individuals, classes and a
school. Some have found the transition easier than others.
We have had two positive cases this half term and have followed all guidance and
remained safe. We cannot give names or identify individuals so please do not ask us. Be
reassured that we are working hard to keep everyone safe.
After half term, we are looking forward to consultation evenings and meeting new
parents/carers.
We are also experiencing a few changes in staffing next half term. We wish those who are
leaving the best of luck and thank them for their contributions. We also want to welcome
new staff to the team.

School Values
Parents/Carers,
Our focus value for the month of October is Tolerance.
In our Values assembly this month, we reflected in the understanding of tolerance and how it is fine to be
different from others. This can include what our favourite food is and what our favourite sport or film is. It is
important that we do not judge people by what they like or prefer doing but we accept their decisions and we
tolerate their choices. Children were able to see a true form of tolerance first hand through a story called ‘My
friend Isabelle’, which also closely links to another one of our school values, empathy. You can find this story in
the following link provided.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ9EY0cwmmY
Tolerance is when you accept others who are different in their race, culture, habits, and even beliefs. You can
accept your friends no matter how diverse, or different, they are from you. At The Downley School we do not
tolerate Racism, bullying, prejudice and discrimination. We believe that everyone should be treated with
“Equality” and should feel free to be who they want to be.
Over the month the children across all year groups will be reflecting on the importance of tolerance and will be
taking part in various activities to help understand this very important value. These include tolerance games and
role play based around tolerance to name just two. It would be amazing if you could talk to you children about
tolerance and find out what they know and if they have any of their own examples of this value they can share
with you.
As a school we look forward to sharing this meaning value and learning from each other during the month of
October.
Best wishes,
Mr Rushant
Values Lead

Reception
During the last two weeks the children have been learning about themselves and their families. They have talked
about things they like and completed their very first writing task in their new English books.
We have spent a lovely morning in the Dell finding interesting materials to attach to their journey stick.

In the creative areas, they have enjoyed drawing round their hands and decorating them for our ‘Reach for the
Stars’ topic.
On Friday afternoon we visited the chickens, the children enjoyed seeing them and feeding them.
We have been working in phonics groups where they are learning all the skills they need to be able to read and
write. It is important that they learn all of their letters and sounds to support their progression. A phonics evening
will be arranged (virtually), a date will be sent out after half term. We look forward to your attendance at this
training. They are also doing a short daily maths session where they learn about numbers, shapes, patterns and
other mathematical concepts. These sessions are supported by a range of activities the children can choose during
the free flow time every day.
Our unit will be getting some new storage and equipment to support their learning. We are excited to have Miss
O Donnell returning to the unit to oversee these changes. She has previously worked in EYFS and has plans/ideas
which will be shared with you. We are further developing the principles of Reggio Emelia a world renowned
technique to gain the best for the children.
We would appreciate any donations of natural products, baskets, etc to support the children’s learning. We are
also asking for donations of toys and games if you are having a clear out in preparation for Christmas. They can
be left by the welly swap station at the front of school and will be collected after 72 hours.
We hope you have a wonderful half term.

Year 1
Year One are thriving being back at school! It has been marvellous to see the children settle into the new
school year so well.
We have been focusing on our wellbeing as it can be tricky coming back to school after so much time at
home. This has entailed yoga on the field, cloud gazing, regular dance parties, daily circle time sessions
where we check-in on the children emotionally, adventures in nature and walking the mile everyday.
The children have loved it!
As our focus has been on emotions, we have been reading ‘The Colour Monster’, ‘My Monster and Me’
and ‘The Bad Mood Cloud and the Stick’. This has provided a great opportunity for the children to discuss
how they are feeling and explore their different emotions. We are aiming to widen their vocabulary
around their feelings, and we encourage lots of discussion to take place at home too. The children have
been showing off their amazing art skills by creating self- portraits, painting monsters and crafting their
own 3D Bad Mood clouds.
The weather has been beautiful, and the children have really enjoyed spending so much time outdoors,
exploring the various areas we are so blessed with. This has included den building by the broken oak,
visiting the sheep in the meadow, rediscovering their favourite parts of the dell and running free across
the fields. We hope the weather stays this lovely for quite a while but please ensure your child has
wellies/outdoor shoes at school, just in case.
Our learning this term will be focused on the storybook ‘Rosie Revere, Engineer’ by Andrea Beaty. Its
themes are around determination, fearlessness and problem solving. We will be discovering different
ways we can build our very own great gizmos, using our Science and Maths knowledge like a real
engineer.
In English, our writing focus will be writing sentences that contain a capital letter, finger spaces and a
full stop. The children will be becoming more independent in using their phonics knowledge to sound
out words by themselves. A huge focus this term will be on letter formation and ensuring letters start
and end in the correct place. I am sure your child would love to show off their handwriting at home, so
please encourage lots of practise. We are already so impressed with their enthusiasm to improve their
writing!
Our learning in Science will be the changing seasons with a focus on Autumn. We are encouraging
discussions about signs of Autumn each day whilst outdoors and I’m sure they would love to impress
you with their knowledge, so please ask them lots of questions at home about this. The children are
great at identifying the weather and the changing colours of the trees.
Thank you for your ongoing support to this new year, it has been terrific to have the children back!

Year 2
The Most Magnificent thing the children have made so far are their most magnificent things! We spent an
afternoon in Broken Oak building creations using natural materials. The children could relate to some of the
feelings the girl when through in the book. They had to work as a team, persevere and be determined. See some
of their magnificent creations below:

After deconstructing their creations, the children went on a hunt for micro-habitats in the woodland. Year two
are great at explaining what nutrients can be found in this type of area and why the inhabitants would want to
live there. Next week, we are going to explore this further by expanding their knowledge of habitats beyond our
local grounds.
After all our exploring outside, our cloakroom just wasn’t looking the best. However, on
Friday Joshua, Harry and Adam had a terribly busy morning tidying up our cloakroom.
Thank you, boys, for all your help, you are superstars! Look how well they did …
The children have used a variety of strategies to support and build on their learning of
addition and subtraction. During them concrete practice children used dienes to organise
their calculations.

Practical experiences are vital for children’s learning, so we were very busy getting our fingerprints covered in
paint to help us remember our number bonds to 10.
In History, we are continuing with Florence Nightingale, which the children really enjoy. They are learning the skill
to compare and contrast between the past and the present. They are comparing what nurses are like today versus
what they would have been like in the past. This has provided great conversations on how much the NHS are
doing for us especially during the times we are in.
Continuing with our topic and book ‘The Most Magnificent Thing’ the children started to create their very own
Ferris wheels in design and technology. They can tell you all about how an axle makes wheels move and that we
need a stable base and frame for it to work. I think we have a few engineers in the making!
To build the Ferris wheels, the children followed the set of instructions brilliantly! During English the children were
very busy creating their own set of instructions, which became very useful as they were able to use the skills, they
have learned to help them build their Ferris wheel.
Let’s see if our little engineers in the making will have the Ferris wheels completed by next half-term.

Year 3
What a busy few week we have had!
We have continued using our Quality Central Text “Become a Leader Like Michelle Obama” and have been able
to use this to understand ways to extend sentences. We have explored using different conjunctions and how to
add additional detail to what we would like to say by including information about what? when? where? and why?
As a class, we have investigated different aspects of Princeton University by immersing ourselves with a 360degree virtual campus tour, looked at videos and pictures to identify what life was like for Michelle. After we had
viewed this, the children used expanded noun phrases, thoughts, and feelings to describe different areas of
Princeton. They were most impressed with their super sentences and just how much detail they had used!

On a walk through The Dell, imagining that they were in the grounds of Princeton, the children also found a letter
from Michelle’s Dad that he wrote her on her first day of University. The children were able to then write a letter
from Michelle back to her father to tell him all about her first few weeks at Princeton. They have been working
hard on their editing skills to perfect their writing with their purple polishing pens. We were delighted with the
results of their hard work. Children have also sketched using charcoal, pictures of Princeton while experimenting
with shading.

In Maths, we have explored reading and writing four-digit numbers in digits and in words. The children have loved
using a variety of resources to support their understanding of place value and enjoyed learning both inside and
outside of the classroom.

Year 3 Continued ….
We learnt how to measure and calculate the perimeter of polygons as well as real life items. The children loved
going outside to measure the perimeter of the netball court using trundle wheels as well apply their knowledge
to find the perimeter of different leaves using string to help measure. Perhaps you could talk to your child about
their findings. We challenged the children to think about if all leaves would have the same perimeter or if all leaves
from the same tree would have the same perimeter.

We loved celebrating World Mental Health Day together and were extremely impressed with the children’s
understanding of mental health. They rose to the four challenges that we set them for the day – doing some
calming colouring, spending time with friends, noticing their thoughts and completing a guided relaxation. It is
amazing to see how their emotional awareness is improving.
In Science, we have learnt all about the different types of skeleton and have pieced together pictures of a human
skeleton. The children loved learning the scientific names for the bones and looking at a model skeleton to
discover what is inside of their bodies. Can your child tell you the scientific name of any bones that they have
learnt? We hope that they will be able to recall many different names!
Hopefully, the children have come home and practiced their Spanish greetings and numbers with you. They are
thoroughly enjoying their virtual Spanish lessons with Miss Shafi! Now the weather is less favourable we have
moved our music lessons indoors and have been learning virtually with Miss Martin too. We are so proud of how
the children have adapted to the new procedures and embraced new ways of learning.
Each class has written their own class charter in their PSHE lessons and this has linked in well with our RE unit on
Morals and Ethics. We have learnt about why we have rules and have begun looking into the rules that different
religions follow. We have really appreciated the children sharing their ideas and insights into their own faiths.
As always, thank you for your ongoing support.
Year Three Team

Year 4
Our two texts this term as part of our theme ‘Reach for the Stars’ are ‘The 13 Storey
Treehouse and ‘The Train to Impossible Places’. This term we have enjoyed designing our
own treehouses and then writing about them. We also explored using speech to describe
how a neighbour may act after her cat was painted yellow and turned into a ‘canary’! This
week we are writing an information text on fictional ‘Sea Monkeys’.

In Maths, we have been extending our knowledge from Y3 to look at 4 digit column addition and subtraction and
practised showing this pictorially and also using numbers to show our full understanding of the place value
columns with Dienes and Counters. This week we have started to look at rounding 3 and 4 digits and enjoyed
using the bus! Please do look on the website if you would like to know what maths topics we cover each week.
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Year+Group+Information+for+Parents&pid=342

PE: As these lessons are always outside, children may want to wear a PE sweatshirt, but this should not be hooded
as per our uniform policy. They will also need trainers not plimsolls, so their feet do not get wet. This term, we
have been enjoying creating our own circuit ideas in PE and developing our dribbling and passing skills in Hockey.
See Twitter via the website so you do not need to login…

In Geography, we have refreshed our knowledge of continents and key countries. We researched why different
UK destinations were popular including The Cotswolds and The Lake District and even discovered ‘Taylor Swift’
was from there!

Year 4 Continued …
During Science we have been discussing habitats and categorising different vertebrates on a hunt outside in The
Broken Oak. You can see more about what we are teaching the children via the Knowledge Organisers TAB in
each year group. This will be added in them over the term. The children can print off the science one and talk to
you about their learning that term.

Homework- This will include:


Daily Times Table Rockstars



Mathletics – set and due in on a Wed



Spelling - set via the class blog focussing on a new rule each week that you can access on spelling
https://spellingframe.co.uk/

Some children will be asked to focus on learning high frequency words in addition or instead of this rule which
your teacher will let you know about.

There is also information about Maths and Reading on the Y4 class blog pages too.
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Year+Group+Information&pid=342

Mrs Fyfe & Miss Donnelly

Year 5
The children really enjoyed National Poetry Day and meeting Joshua Seigal. The children learnt to recite
poetry as well as hear a poet recite his own poems. You may want to watch his poems on his website.
https://www.joshuaseigal.co.uk/
Here are some photos of the children reciting their poems.

The children are about to finish their Greek Dances. They have worked collaboratively, using ideas from
the videos and their own to create sequences of movement. Whilst some boys felt that this tested their
abilities they were all able to access and enjoy it.
Try out the Just Dance Website - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0Vj03u9XO0

We are working on teamwork and tolerance as a class together. This includes how our decisions and
behaviour impact on others.
We have been practising our song for the topic Reach for the stars with actions which is great fun and
Ms Taylor says that it is improving when she hears it through the wall in her office!
The children are enjoying getting out and about around the school. They have been taking part in the
mile and we are using this time to support our targets for the class.

Year 6
It has been a fantastic few weeks in Year 6! We have been practising our multiplication and division in Maths, we
have enjoyed celebrating National Poetry Day and we are also well into our way with our Reach for The Stars
topic!
In Maths, we have been looking at finding common factors, multiples and identifying prime numbers, which is all
linked to multiplication and division. We used terms, such as greatest common factor/multiple, lowest common
factor/multiple and prime common factors. To consolidate our learning, we completed some problem solving and
reasoning based on the topic studied.
We have been engrossed in our “Quality Central Text”, The Nowhere Emporium and have been inspired by the
fantastic description of setting and characters in the novel. We have used this as inspiration to write our own
magical stories. We have also recapped the use of some grammatical features, for example expanded noun
phrases, relative clauses, modal verbs, parenthesis and adverbials.
In Science, we continue with our topic of Living Things and Their Habitats and have been looking at Carl Linnaeus’
system of categorisation and have been focusing on the key characteristics of mammals, amphibians, fish, reptiles
and birds.
We very much enjoyed celebrating National Poetry Day. We enjoyed a virtual visit from the fantastic poet, Joshua
Seigal and were then inspired to write our own poems. We then shared these poems with each other, focusing
on using excellent intonation, volume and tone in our readings.

Outdoor Learning
Whilst our on your weekend walks, kicking around in the leave you may be curious about why the leaves are
changing colour. See the information below from the Prestwood Nature newsletter which will provide you with
some insight.

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.

Whole School Attendance w/c 5th October 2020
98.59%
Whole School Attendance w/c 12th October 2020
97.87%
Whole School Attendance w/c 19th October 2020
98.11%

School Office
Inset Day
There will be a staff training day on Monday 30th November 2020. The school will be
closed to all pupils.

Flu Vaccinations
Flu Vaccinations will be carried out on Thursday 19th November. Please complete the
consent form sent on 13.10.2020.

Parent Consultations
We are pleased to confirm parents evening will go ahead this term on the following days:
 Wednesday 4th November – 3:30-5:30pm
 Thursday 5th November – 3:30 – 6:30pm
 The booking portal will open on Monday 19th October at 7.00 am.
Feed forward forms will be sent home on Friday 16th October, we request that the forms
are returned by Wednesday 21st October.
Leave of Absence Forms
If your child is going to be absent from school for any reason apart from sickness, you
are required to complete a Leave of Absence form and return it to the school office. This
form can be located on the school website.

.

